
Hello, my name is Gayle Oliver-Plath and I want to thank you for joining us today to learn more about the 

Bender Virtual Career Fairs. We have two events that we will be bringing to you in 2019 – the first one is 

March 13th and the second is November 13th. We have hosted this event for a number of years. It is a 

wonderful way for you to reach people living with disabilities but do this in a format that makes sense for 

the candidates as well as for you and your team based on the ease of use and the efficiency. And so, 

when you take a look at this particular event, which is being hosted by Bender Consulting Services, you’ll 

notice that they’re very much going to be reaching out to and spreading the word about this event across 

this tremendous network of people who are trying to support those living with disabilities that are 

interested in employment. And, as a result of that, you’ll notice that the candidate reach is going to be 

fantastic. In prior events, we’ve had as many as 1,500+ jobseekers that were participating and you as an 

employer who is participating will have access to that entire pool of candidates. So whether you are trying 

to fill your full-time or intern or co-op roles or maybe even part-time or summer positions, this could be a 

great option for you. That would include both students and alumni from colleges across the nation, so all 

different majors, undergraduate talent, graduate level talent, this is going to be an event that gives you a 

fantastic way to access those who do have college education and those who are interested in working in 

companies that are very much interested in diversity and inclusion. If you look at some of the stats on the 

screen, you’ll notice that, based on Accenture’s Disability Inclusion Advantage Report, the companies 

who really embrace this disability inclusion specifically are performing better financially and you’ll notice 

the higher revenue, higher net income, and higher economic profit margins. I think that just speaks to the 

fact that a diverse workforce makes sense for everyone and ultimately, you as an organization are going 

to have access to those who are very dedicated, talented, and eager to be employed. Whether it’s STEM 

roles, finance and accounting, HR, business professionals, any and all of the majors that would be within 

a university system, those kinds of candidates will be promoted to and will have access to this, and it 

gives you a great chance to be able to connect with them in a real-time format from the convenience of 

your own office.  

So a little bit more about how the events work. There will be the exact same structure for both the spring 

and the fall event. You’re going to see here on the event landing page there’s an Organizations Learn 

More button that you’re welcome to go visit if you want to look at the pricing (there is an incentive to get 

registered early. We have people take advantage of that). But the structure of these events is going to be 

exactly the same. There is an option for you to be a sponsor, and you’ll notice that we already have one 

sponsor for this event, but we welcome others. It would give you the visibility on the landing page, which 

is a great benefit to you as an employer to have your brand called out right here where all jobseekers are 

going to go first before they take another step. You also will notice that under the Organizations Learn 

More button there is going to be a recap of what is included in the fees, so just bear in mind that the 

advantages of being a sponsor – either a website or an event sponsor – will be listed out there as well 

and what is included for all of those that are participating as organizations, and again deadlines for you to 

get the best price. Like I mentioned, it will be open to students and alumni with 2 and 4-year education 

and those universities and colleges are all across the United States, so it’s wonderful reach outside of 

maybe your immediate area.   

Each one of you as a participating organization will have your own profile page on the event site which 

gives you a great opportunity to share more about who you are as an organization and then also make it 

easy for them to connect with you beyond the event. So if you want to have links to your website, careers 

page, social media channels; you can have a recruiter point of contact’s information in the contact 

section; you can have an explanation of what your organization does; you can have your logo, you can 

video if you prefer or other images and so forth that are on your profile page, just to give more insight into 

what you are all about… and then you can also post your jobs.  So, if you want to share specific job 

postings in the event, you can do that, and that would also be attached to your profile page.  You can 

certainly also direct them to your Career Page, but some people like to highlight the roles they are trying 

to fill specifically for this event in that section of the job posting so that people can quite easily access that 

when they are looking at your organization and learning more about you ahead of the event.   



On the page that lists all the employers that are participating you will see that if you do choose to be a 

Sponsor you would be called out at the top, so you have some extra visibility there; and then as an Event 

Sponsor, you will have additional visibility during the event day where you are prioritized and called out at 

the top of the list of all those that are participating in it.  It is a very popular event so it is nice to have that 

extra branding there too.  You will notice that there is some additional information that is going to be listed 

on this page; the types of roles you are trying to fill, the degree requirements, you might have the majors 

you may be looking for the location of these roles.  Any and all of that information you can fill out as you 

are getting registered, or you can go and complete that later on if some of that information is not defined 

yet.  So, just know that you can always update that information if you need to.  

The other thing that you will notice is the timeframe for this event is set at 9:00 am -6:00 pm Eastern 

Time.  You as a team have the ability to choose your own chat hours, so if you want to be there for the 

entire duration, we would love that.  If you are not able to, that is understandable.  You and your 

colleagues can share responsibility for the event.  So you can have multiple representatives from your 

organization be part of the fair at any time during that block that you choose.  And, keep in mind, they can 

be located anywhere so you don’t have to be in the same office. It does allow for you to bring people in to 

the recruiting process that might not otherwise be able to participate.  So, we encourage you to have as 

much of the time block that you can afford to be available there in the chat rooms as part of your 

commitment to the event, but we understand the flexibility is there.  We will make sure that all the 

candidates know exactly which employers are going to be available during which timeframe.  

In the Dashboard, you are going to have access to all those jobseekers that register for the Fairs, so 

when you click on the specific fair name that you are participating in, you are going to notice specific 

filters typically and then you will also see your default filters along with a keyword search for the resumes.  

So as the candidates get registered they can upload their CV/Resume and then they can also have the 

contact information and the other details in their profile available to you so when you click on that button, 

you will be able to see that level of detail and at a glance, you can the education background.  And then if 

you want to use these filters to narrow down the candidates of interest, you as an individual recruiter – 

and you again, can have multiple recruiters be part of this event, will be able to use this tool where you 

can ‘Like’ candidates which means they are targets for you and the roles you are trying to fill, versus your 

colleague who might be trying to fill other positions.  So you can highlight candidates as target candidates 

for you to pursue beyond the event.  You can also see those that have directly ‘Expressed Interest’ in 

your organization, so they can, as candidates can do that.  It makes it easy on them to highlight to you 

that they are particularly interested in you out of the many organizations that are participating; they are 

interested in you as an organization.  Then, you also will notice there is a ‘Chat Favorite’ section that you 

can highlight people as you are busy chatting with them if you want to ‘Favorite’ those, they will appear 

here and the candidates are not aware that they are being partitioned off in these categories…that is 

strictly for your use!  So like I said, each individual recruiter can use this in a way that is going to serve 

them in getting the positions filled that they are recruiting for.  And ultimately, you can export any of that 

information so you can pull it into a candidate spreadsheet and then put it into your applicant tracking 

system.  You can also bundle those resumes together that you might want to also take out of the system.  

And this is yours to access at any time, so there is no restriction around being able to get back into the 

system to get back to that information. 

You will be able to send out messages to the pre-registered candidates ahead of the event if you would 

like.  We encourage that behavior because obviously, it means a lot to them to have specific employers 

connect ahead of the event to say “Hey, we are really eager for you to come and visit with us!”  So if you 

choose to so that, you will go to the ‘Messages’ section, click ‘Compose Message’ and then you can 

insert whatever information you’d like to into that message and then send it out to those candidates of 

interest to you.  That is something that you can do ahead of the fair and just pay attention to the fact that 

those messages go out at certain times and you want to just gauge that accordingly.  But it is a really nice 

way to be proactive and get those candidates interested in your organization and encourage them to 

come by and visit with you.  



Each one of you will have your own room so in that chat room you are going to notice that the logo that 

you have uploaded will appear, the link back to your profile and the job postings that you have put into the 

system, the social media links of course, and then there is the file folder that you can upload documents 

to, so if you want to make it easy for jobseekers to download information right from the interaction that 

you are having with them, you can put good information in that category…whether it be brochures, an 

application, maybe a presentation – any and all of that kind of information that you might want to share, 

you can put into a file folder that is easily downloadable.  You can also customize your room greetings.  

So, they will see the room greeting when they come and join in your room.  Whatever message you have 

included there will be accessible to them.  They will have the ability to, very quickly then input 

conversation topics into the chat session, so just keep in mind that this is a good place for you to put 

information that would get them thinking about the kinds of questions that they want to ask, so I 

encourage you to make it a little bit of a thoughtful welcome message.  I mean you can certainly just be 

general, but if you want to be more specific about the kinds of roles you are trying to fill or differentiators 

about your organization… anything that you think will help better govern the kinds of conversations you 

will have in the room, that is what you would want to put in your room greeting.   

You have the ability to store messages to commonly asked questions, and we see recruiters really 

benefiting from that.  You click on that ‘Stored Messages’ button and you can input any content that you 

think you might reuse throughout the course of the event.  And certainly, if you have detailed explanations 

of certain things about the organization, or maybe about how to go about the application process if you 

need them to take another step, any of that is the kind of information that you can go ahead and use in 

your responses that you store into the system and you and your colleagues can reuse that throughout the 

course of the day.  The other thing you just might want to do is have a picture next to your name or you 

might want to change your user name and some people want to be more descriptive, it will default to your 

actual name but if you are recruiting for IT Talent, maybe you are the IT Recruiter and your colleague is 

the Accounting Recruiter or maybe you are recruiting for the Northeast Region, so you can have that 

more as a descriptive if you like the idea of your username being more descriptive.  And then as they join 

as candidates, you will be able to get more information about the candidate.  From the dropdown, you will 

be able to see it in the participant profile section so you can access their information there or you can 

hover here and quickly get to their resume and other documents they have uploaded.  So, as candidates 

join, you can see a bit more information about them and then you can decide how you want to proceed 

with interacting.  Like I mentioned, the candidates can at any time type into the main room and ask 

questions that you and your colleagues can answer in a very easy and efficient way, and that allows 

others to benefit from the Q&A, but you can also personalize that experience in a one-to-one type 

interaction.  So you can click on the users, see more information about them, and then decide to ask 

them some screening questions.  And they too, can also initiate a private chat with you and your 

colleagues in the room so allows for a lot of interaction that can happen efficiently for everybody because 

you can move between these private discussions, and you will see that there are visual cues and sound 

cues that will keep you alerted to when it is time to respond back to candidates that have returned 

responses to you.  So, it is easy to do.  It is very fluid and allows for you to interact with multiple people in 

a very efficient way.   

Now some of you will consider maybe doing video interviewing as an option.  You would obviously want 

to make sure that that will be suitable for that particular candidate.  Obviously people come to this event 

with different kinds of disabilities and so it has got to be appropriate.  So if you choose to do that, you will 

want to ask the question if a candidate in a position for a video chat as an option.  And bear in mind that it 

would be easy to do just with the click of a button.  So, the only thing you need to do is make sure you are 

on a desktop or a laptop during the event using Google Chrome of FireFox and then you could use the 

video chatting feature if you wanted to.  There is also a built-in feature set underneath the broadcast 

media that would allow you to present.  I want you to know it is there.  It is not necessarily recommended 

for this event because again, people will have disabilities that are different and for screen reader users, 

that may not be equal access for them.  So just keep in mind, that is built in…it is your option if you want 

to utilize that and know that if you choose to use the tools in the back end, you are going to have access 



to the REPORTS after the event, so you can see the transcripts of what was asked and answered in both 

the private dialogues and the group discussion.  And, you can also see the PARTICIPANT REPORT.  

That is going to give you more detail about the candidates that did actually visit with you during the fair, 

bearing in mind that you can always recruit from the entire candidate pool.  So you will have access to the 

Candidate section or if you just want to pull the whole CANDIDATE REPORT and put it into your 

applicant tracking for future pipeline development of candidates that maybe you are not interested in 

today, but maybe down the road, you can do that as well. So all of that is just part of the toolkit.  

Before I get to the pricing, I think it is always useful for people to hear a bit more about why candidates 

are finding these virtual fairs to be so valuable and I think particularly when you look at trying to make 

yourselves available to people living with disabilities that can be located throughout the country, it’s 

obviously a more challenging process to try to get to traditional recruitment events and that can be true 

for candidates as well depending on their disability. So, the candidates are going to love this and you can 

see that.  They are talking about able to get valuable information very quickly; they can learn about jobs 

they had never had access to before and then apply for those positions.   And they were going on based 

on the level of enthusiasm that was created for them during the event, went on to say they would consider 

relocating if hired for some of those positions. So I think that is very telling about their level of excitement 

of having the option to be able to connect with you in this format.  Here is another comment where they 

are talking about since they are unable to drive.  Obviously, this is a wonderful way for them to more 

easily meet with employers and they go on to share a bit more about having access to this information 

and be able to take immediate action. So if you are going to send them links on what they need to do in 

terms the application process and share more detailed information about your organization, this is a good 

format for that.  They don’t have to try to remember it or wonder what they need to do next when they 

have already left the more traditional recruitment event.  So that often happens and this is just solving that 

problem. You also are certainly overcoming the distant geographic barriers, but the convenience for them 

as well, being able to see the Q&A that happens in the chat room so those group discussions can be 

really informative for them and they can learn a lot about things they hadn’t thought to ask, so they are 

talking a bit about how much more convenient it is for them in this format as well.   

Here, they are discussing the fact that they really enjoy this more than the physical career fairs and they 

are going on to explain that they feel like they are getting more extended interaction with companies and I 

think that is also telling because often in traditional recruitment there are a line of people standing one 

behind the other and this can end up being very brief interactions you can afford to have with any 

candidate so, in this format with virtual, you can have multiple candidates in a room.  Therefore, they can 

stay in the room and continue to dig deeper into the discussion topics and you can as well without having 

to move people on because you’ve got others waiting and so it really is very fluid and allows for them to 

feel very much a part of the discussion and at the same time as you will see here, the recruiter very 

quickly can then follow up with the next step and then we see actions happening as a result of this and 

you can see the candidates talking about that, how they are meetings scheduled right away.  And then 

from a standpoint of just better understanding what positions they might fit for and that is what they are 

talking about here.  What is the application process?  And then you as the organization representatives, 

being able to better guide them so that you can look at their resume and better understand where they 

might fit in and guide them on what roles make sense.  And so, they are talking very much about that in 

this discussion and here, I think this is also extremely relevant where they say in person interviews can be 

really difficult based on their particular disability and so in this format, they really feel like they are able to 

focus on the content of the discussion.  And it allows them to put their best foot forward.  So I think you 

are going to have candidates who are going to have different disabilities and certainly I think for a whole 

myriad of different people living with disabilities, this can be a preferred and also more efficient and 

effective format for them.  You as employers, of course, know that having a more diverse group of 

applicants can be really powerful for you as an organization.  You can see that very much going to all the 

college campuses you might want to get to for college educated talent can be very difficult and so this is a 

very affordable way and very time efficient way that can allow you to have a much more diverse 

candidate pool.   



You will see here they are talking about being able to connect with a lot of great candidates so I think that 

speaks to the value of the candidates that they were able to access in this event and once again, they are 

talking about having people from all different backgrounds work for the organization and that includes 

those living with disabilities.  So, very much diversity and inclusion I think is top of mind for everybody and 

the format itself, of course, is going to allow you to cover more ground than in a regular interview typically, 

so you will be able to have, as you can see, access to candidates you would not have otherwise been 

aware of.  But you are going to be able to do this in a way that is really affordable and so their comment 

about the “Price being a steal!”  I think is also very much appreciated as a good return on investment.   

Here is another example where they are really showcasing the flexibility around this and how you can pull 

people in from your team that might be located outside of your office or may be on the road and they were 

literally on the road. They were in the passenger seat while their spouse was driving them to a project, so 

they were on their computer in the passenger seat, and I think that is also very reflective of the ability for 

you to have people that are in different locations, maybe with multiple different roles that they are 

responsible for and still be able to be part of helping get those candidates that you might want to be 

recruiting excited about your brand and excited about the opportunities and have them just, even if they 

are in for just a short period of time, they can be influential in getting people excited about your roles.   

And then, if you look at just look at yielding the greatest results is what they are talking about here, in 

comparison to other formats that they have used for their specific recruitment process, so I think that is 

very telling in term of the effectiveness of this kind of format.   

The ability to really use all of these tools as they are talking about here, company profile, is 

comprehensive and all of that information is right there, literally at your fingertips.  And then at the same 

time, you have got all their resumes; you don’t have to worry about trying to get hard copies of that.  You 

have the ability to utilize the tools that are built in with these STORED CHAT RESPONSES that you and 

your team can think ahead and put in some of that information and then reuse some of that content so 

you are not having to retype it each and every time.  So all of these are the kinds of things that we hear.  

And then also from your point of view, the return on investment just in terms of hires, we get feedback 

from employers letting us know, and you can see from this example here, they had hired multiple people 

from a particular event the prior year.  And the in the bigger picture, they were talking about how they 

really, utilizing the virtual events as a bigger part of their overall recruitment strategy and 25% of their 

hires are coming through that sort of recruitment method.   

So, all of this, I think, is a good representation of what you can expect and the kind of receptivity that we 

have from these events.  You will notice that the price point, like I mentioned earlier, is time sensitive in 

that if you can register earlier, you are going to get the best price.  So it is just $395 before January 30
th
, 

after that it will go to $495.  All of the pricing is going to include, and that means these Sponsorship 

Levels as well, will include the same features in terms of the employer profile, having your own chat room, 

having as many recruiters as you want to participate, the ability to utilize the tools if you want to use the 

one-to-one video chatting or certainly if you did decide you wanted to do a presentation, that is all built in 

but even more important than that, you are going to have access to ALL the candidate information 

beyond the fair so you can continue to recruit them throughout the course of the days after the event and 

even leading up to the event if you want to be very proactive.  So all of that data in the back end is super 

helpful.  And then those job postings you can have those in the system for 60 days, so you get lots of 

visibility around that as well. And the big difference around these sponsorship levels (and they would be 

the same for the March 13
th  

event  and the November 13
th
 event) so I just want to share this example 

here– all of this is going to be structured the same.  Like I said, the only difference would be your 

deadline, obviously for the early it would be in the September timeframe. But the Website Sponsor in both 

events would be the same and the Event Sponsor would be the same for both events so there is no 

differential between the two events themselves.  The differential these two types of sponsorships relate 

back to having the event sponsor with some additional benefits, so they both would have the logo on the 

landing page so it is a really great, really ‘Call Out’ of your brand there, and very prominent.  And then you 



could also have that party listing in both cases, so you would be listed at the top of all those participating 

employers and highlighted as a Sponsor.  But where it becomes different for the Event Sponsor is you do 

have that premium placement during the event day, so your chat room will be listed right there at the top 

and called out so it is highlighted, but in addition, you have your logo on all the outbound marketing 

material that is being sent out.  So, you are getting that extra visibility.  This is a widely promoted event so 

it is an amazing value if you choose to be either an Event Sponsor or a Website Sponsor.  But all of you 

as participating employers should know that this is going to be a wonderful return on your investment.  It 

would be cost-prohibitive to go to multiple locations for the price of just the early or the regular, so it is 

absolutely going to be a cost-efficient and time-efficient way and traditional recruitment just really can’t 

compete with that.   

So we hope you will take advantage of the unique opportunity to leverage technology to reach more 

candidates, employ the people living with disabilities that are eager to go to work and talented people that 

will help increase your bottom line as you saw from that earlier data and the research proves that.  So, we 

would love for you to be a part of this!  We very much thank Bender for allowing CareerEco to be the 

Event Partner.   

Look at the contact information there.  If you still have questions, we would be happy to answer those.  

We hope you will become part of this unique event and really showcase your commitment to the disability 

community and those that are eager to connect with you in this way that will also be easy on them. 

So thank you so much for being here.  We hope you will join us.   

Take good care! 

Bye-bye! 


